Thursday, July 15, 2021

Workshops

Microsoft Teams for Teaching and Collaboration (Basics & Advanced)  Led by Christa Morrison

Learning from Experience: How Design Thinking Can Create Impactful Learning Experiences  Led by Irina Ghilic & Amy Pachai

Creating Mental Health-Positive Environments via Principles of Universal Design  Led by Andrew LoGiudice & Sam Clarke

Applying the 7 Core Skills of Digital Accessibility for Inclusive Teaching  Led by Kate Brown & Jessica Blackwood

Revisiting your Teaching Philosophy Statement Following a Year of Pandemic Teaching  Led by Erin Allard & Rebecca Taylor

Somatic Strategies for Academic Thriving: Learning With & From Breath & Body  Led by Deena Kara Shaffer & Diana Brecher

Practice Makes Perfect: Supporting Student-Generated MCQs with PeerWise  Led by Paul Denny

Taking the Big 3 into the Classroom  Led by Faria Sana

Public Lecture

James Lang  Assumption University, Massachusetts

Teaching Distracted Minds: Old Challenges, New Contexts

Friday, July 16, 2021

Presentations

Alice Kim  Teaching and Learning Research In Action
Navigating the Same Ocean but in Different Boats: Experiences of Teaching & Learning During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Evan F. Risko  University of Waterloo
Adventures in Understanding the Effective Design of Recorded Lectures

Paulo Carvalho  Carnegie Mellon University
Enhancing Student Learning Through the Right Type of Practice

Data Blitz

Panel Discussion

What lessons from teaching in the pandemic will you take back into the classroom?

#EdCog2021

Visit our website to register & learn more:
https://edcog.mcmaster.ca